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namely, Israel.
For the first time since the 1st
century Jews have a homeland and I admire the vigor
with which they are developing and defending it.
Jews, Christians and Muslims
One final observation is in order. Jews,
Christians and Muslims all believe in one God. They
all believe in the same God. Muslims call him Allah.
Jews call him the God of Moses or YHWH.
Christians
call him Lord, or Saviour, or, simply God.
But for all
three groups it is the same God.
The Commandments are also very similar; false
witness, murder, honor thy father and mother, adultery,
etc. Moses got his Commandments from God in the Sinai,
Jesus gave them to us i n the Sermon on the Mount,
Mohammed added Commandments against alcohol and
gambling, but otherwise Muslim Commandments are
essentially the same as the others.
It is probably one of mankind's greatest tragedies
that whereas we believe in the same God and almost
identical Commandments, we cannot believe in each
other.
Thank you.

BIG BLUE
May 20, 1996

Herbert C. Flessa

The appointment of Maestro Jesus Lopez-Cobos as
the 11th music director of the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra was announced in mid-June of 1985. Jeannine
and I attended the first concert following his
appointment, held at Ri verbend Saturday evening, July
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27. This memorable co
Beethoven's sixth, or "P
Bolero. At the conclus '
backstage by our dear fr o
new Maestro. Nancy, as
has been an important fi
Cincinnati for longer t h
Subsequently, backstage v ' concert ritual.
From ti e
join the Maestro and his
concert supper.
From these
durable friendships have de
members of his orchestra ,
One evening in February of
after concert supper with Maestr
and members of the Orchestra sta& the table and said, "Doctor, I
Orchestras are planning to tour
october.
I wonder if you wou ld
as the tour physician?" I was SO!.:::=.a:::
and consequently I delayed my a ~
better part of one or to seco nds.
replied.
It's important to note
the whack under the table, a s i
wife that perhaps my answer had
Within weeks I met with steven
Director of the cincinnati Symp
discuss the role of a tour physic '
thiS and other discussions with group of the Orchestra as wel l
several members of the Orchestr
develop a medical agenda.
From the beginning I agr
tour concerts and all rehear
daily office hours whenev 7r
medical needs of the tour 1
bring with me standard phys ' .
of commonly used drugs t hat
administer to ailing tour ce~e=s
During the spring and
slowly expanded my plans.
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literature seeking written advise and comment from
physicians who had previously toured with major
orchestras. Much to my disappointment and surprise no
published material was available.
I did learn,
however, that steven Ockner, an internist from the
Cleveland Clinic, had recently toured with the
Cleveland Orchestra. He was kind enough to answer
several inquiries regarding needed medications and the
variety of illnesses encountered while touring.
Well in advance of the anticipated departure I
asked for and received a leave of absence from my
University appointment.
In addition, I arranged for
several of my colleagues to cover my practice and
teaching obligations while I was away.
I developed and distributed to each tour member a
memo which I entitled "Tips for Travelers".
Included
in this reminder was a strong recommendation for
updating all immunizations including those against
polio, diphtheria and tetanus.
Interestingly enough,
no special immunizations were required for Asian
travel. We recommended that each traveler seek advice
from his or her physician regarding the management of
respiratory tract infections and/or traveler's
diarrhea.
In addition, I strongly recommended that
travelers who required ongoing medication(s) should
have the supplies of medications stored in at least two
different bags - in checked luggage and some in a
carry-on - in the event of loss or other unplanned
catastrophe. All tour members were asked to complete a
confidential health questionnaire which included a
brief outline of current and past medical problems,
current medications, serious allergies, pregnancy, and
the name and telephone number of their personal
physician.
Gathering the medical equipment and the medicines
to accompany me on the trip was slightly more
complicated. A trip to Bankhardt's downtown in the
early fall resulted in the purchase of a flexible
carrying bag, roughly 12" x 12" x 24".
It contained
adequate space and an appropriate number of zippered
inside and outside pockets which I thought was perfect
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for carrying my requ ~
equipment included an o~~~~~z]~~~~
stethoscope, a blood p,ress==~
~==~~E~S
tongue blades, rubber
of several sizes and a
addition, I brought along
I believe can be comforta bl
- elastic bandages, gauze, s~lK~~s
butterfly strips, assorted a
tape, isopropyl alcohol and i~~=
developed a list of medicat io
recommendations from my col lea
Clinic, in part on recomrnenda t ' the Medical Center but ultimate
of anticipated problems. There
on my final drug menu. The genera
medications were:
1) antibiot ics ;
3) pain and anti-inflammatory; 4 ) eec=~C5~
sickness; 5) blood pressure and h~· rest; 7) skin creams; 8) emergency
including injectable epinephrine ,
antinausea drug, 50% dextrose, a n
bottles and intravenous fluids.
and the packaged medications fitt ed
portable doctor's office-pharmacy,
packaged and carried separately.
As time approached to leave
on several occasions with member s of body of the Orchestra to review aga '
interaction of the tour physicia n
Prior to departure I met with sever
and was able to review their specia
In addition, at the last minute , 0 e
excused from travel because of a f
previously existing problem with d '
Two of the musicians, pregnant at
were pleased to learn that in the
general practice and had consider
obstetrics. This, I believe, re
about the management of potent ia
pregnancy.
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Having attended to the medical matters, my wife
and I now began to focus on personal matters, more
specifically what clothes to pack. The trip was to
begin in late october and to continue until late
November. Later we learned that for several days there
would be concerts in Taiwan. The temperature
possibilities were quite varied ranging from fall and
winter in Japan to warm or hot summer-like weather in
Taiwan.
Bringing the correct clothing loomed as a
considerable problem. By mid to late summer "Big Blue"
began to make guest appearances in the spare bedrooms
of our now childless home, behind doors, and in a
storage area near the stairs leading to the attic.
From time to time "Big Blue" was just standing on its
wheels and on other occasions gaping wide open on a bed
with trial runs of clothing of a variety of sorts,
especially pairs of shoes whose number I was quite sure
would reach double figures before departure time.
"Big
Blue", as you have probably guessed, is my wife's
favorite travel bag - not terribly big.
I could bring
you the exact measurements, but I think it's easier to
describe it as roughly a small garage with a handle and
wheels. My travel bag was to be a four-suit, flexible
Hartmann bag with room to hang my needed suits and
shirts as well as supplemental items of Jeannine's that
wouldn't fit into "Big Blue".
It was recommended by
Big Blue's owner that I should take "at least" 14 sets
of underwear (none with holes, of course, for the usual
reasons). The final number was more reasonable. A day
before departure to Tokyo I was somewhat astonished to
learn that our travel packing had been completed. The
larger and smaller travel bags, stuffed to their
capacity, were ready to go.
You may recall that the
day before our departure to Japan was the day the Reds
completed the sweep of the oakland A's in the 1990
World Series.
Nan Walker met us at our home in Clifton and drove
us to the airport. The day of departure was cold, wet
and miserable.
I had hoped that this was not an omen
for the trip. While in the airport I had my first
encounter of the tour with one of the musicians who
told me that she was having a problem with her
"cochlea" which was responding nicely to prednisone
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While in the airplane her ears at her request
abnormality.
Checking our bags at
particular problem. The De
weighing station noted with
picked up Big Blue and placed .
station. Her raised eyebrows, inquiry about the contents of
nodded at her and I said, " Anv ' s
and the bag went through. The pc~~~e
equipment bag, however, never
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The endless trip across the
as smooth as possible and as coof
the cramped quarters of coach acc:o=~~~~~~
transoceanic aircraft.
I looked f ~
discomfort to possible inspections
place in Japan regarding my med ica~
drugs.
I had been told by trave l a~o'--' ~
travel books that in the orient dru
accompanying travelers were viewed
In order to circumvent any potentia
with me several sets of credentia s
the tour physician for our group.
letters form the Chairman of the De_
and the American College of Phys ic '
my medical licenses.
In additio ~,
doctor's office and pharmacy I 11s
including names and numbers of al
materials.
I am happy to report that my
realized. During the entire tour
Taiwan I had no problems with my t r
office and pharmacy. On two separain Taiwan and once somewhere in Ja
personnel opened my bag and viewe
and my bags of pills. On one occas_
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inspector and also the question, "Are you a nurse"? I
smiled and once again he permitted me to pass. On one
occasion, I believe it was in the Narita Airport in
Tokyo, I made the buzzers sound while I tried to pass
through the security station metal detector.
(It has
been my experience in airports across the world that
because of metal in or on my body I always set those
things off).
I was prevented from continuing through
the security check point by a very attractive female
guard who asked, "May I touch your body?" I
immediately thought of several responses, but a steely
glance from the owner of Big Blue convinced me that any
response except a nod probably would not have been
appropriate.
I'm pleased to report that my preparation for the
trip paid off . All the tools that I brought with me
came in hand and the medications were the correct ones.
There were well over a hundred professional encounters
while we were away, and fortunately no one needed to be
hospitalized nor sent home. The attendance records at
concerts for the musicians was excellent and I'm told
was equal to or better than attendance when at home.
The illnesses were much as we expected. Respiratory
illnesses of a variety of sorts were the most commonly
encountered followed by gastrointestinal disorders,
vertigo and dizziness, and finally sleep disorders.
While on tour Jan Cauhorn, the Executive Secretary
to Mr. Monder, was assigned as my assistant. Just
before my first office hours, in Gifu, Japan, I asked
Jan to raise her right hand and she was "sworn in" as
acting nurse.
She was present each time I had office
hours to help with the names of the players and assist
me during my examination of the women.
She was also
extremely helpful in identifying others in the troupe
who needed medical attention but who needed
"encouragement" to see the doctor.
Finally, when the
need arose, and it did on several occasions, Jan
accompanied me on "house calls" where we visited troupe
members too sick to leave their rooms temporarily and
certainly too sick to perform.
I've been told that
members of the tour were astonished that I was willing
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to do "house calls".
generation ago.
Very early in the to
with presumed streptococca
use of a significant port io
I decided to replenish my s
erythromycin, with a quick tr:
College, immediately adjacent Hilton. One morning after off '
the front door of the Tokyo Med:
the information person who s po e
it would be possible for me to ~rc~~
erythromycin tablets or capsules .
identifying data.
In America
e --~--
been solved by simply asking me
and purchase whatever was necess
five interviews and two and a ha
permitted to purchase a limited
erythromycin tablets for rough ly
that it would have been in the Un i
for my experience with Japanese b
good thing the orchestra trave lle
It would have been impossible to getreatment while on tour as this e x
Midway in the tour as I was f~'~~~~~.
one morning a small group of seni r
~~~
casually strolled into my hote l of=_
--- ~. for the group, after hemming a nd a
bit, mentioned that they had be e n
orchestra members and they were v
and my wife along on tour. They
great comfort and confidence to
was nearby who cared and who kne
They also added that they had e le
members of the orchestra and we e=
them. Wow!
Excellent and pr o p~ r~~_~~
therapeutic interventions no do
including the reversal of the ser
infection in the family of seve .
charm of the owner of "Big Blue the voting.
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The tour statistics are interesting and worth
noting. The Asian tour was the first international
tour in more than 25 years for the nation's fifth
oldest symphony orchestra. The tour group of about 150
included 112 musicians, 12 staff members, 3 conductors,
3 stage hands and many family members, friends and
supporters. Twenty four thousand pounds of specially
packed instruments, music and sound equipment worth
well over $2 million accompanied the tour group.
In
order to meet the demanding schedule there were 11
plane flights, 4 Bullet train trips, and 55 bus rides.
The hundreds of travel bags were managed nearly
uneventfully. On travel days bags were picked up
outside hotel room doors several hours before
departure. Grunts from otherwise stealthlike hotel
personnel always announced the departure of "Big Blue".
Nineteen concerts in eleven different halls were
performed during the four-week whirlwind tour. Ten
were classical concerts and nine were Pops. There were
three separate programs for each Orchestra. Ticket
prices ranged from $40.00 to $125.00.
I think most of
you already know that the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
and the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra are mostly the same
musicians. The director of the classical orchestra is
Jesus Lopez-Cobos and the director of the Pops
Orchestra is Erich Kunzel.
Keith Lockhart, newly
appointed director of the Boston Pops, was the backup
director.
You may be surprised to learn that we did not
become bored with the music but in fact enjoyed it more
as the tour went on.
The ability to identify names
with musicians' faces played some role in our
enjoyment.
I am not prepared to discuss the acoustical
qualities of the various halls; however, the suntory
Hall in Tokyo transmitted clear, crisp sound. This
hall, in the opinion of Maestro Lopez-Cobos, is among
the top several in the world for musical acoustics. My
personal preference was the Kyoto Kaikan where the
tonal reproduction was a bit more pleasant to my ears.
I feel the need to mention three other musical events
which made the trip memorable for me.
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~ef?re leaving the
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developed acute illnesses
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Seek1ng ways to stay "at ho
Cauhorn, my assistant, co nt~"~.~
positive impact on the med i
tour.
It ~ccurs to me that many "
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after concerts. The activities
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hours before the performance is b
dressing areas for men and women a=
auditorium. Some of the music ians c:~se
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backstage area was roomy and comfo~~~~
performance on any particular ni g -~--=an auditorium where the backstage
c=~~d
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private". Members of the brass se
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feel of how the hall would dea l wi
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was always a group of s mokers
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electronically. Finally, the soloist for the evening,
the concertmaster, and the Maestro had individual
dressing areas where they were able to relax, rest and
even practice prior to the concert. There usually was
a doctor's office. On one occasion a tricky entrance to
my office prompted a sign "Doctor's Office ... Watch
Your step." Coffee, tea, and soft drinks were usually
available. occasionally snacks were provided.
I saw
little or no evidence of anxiety at any level backstage
before and/or at midpoint of a concert. As far as I
could tell, most of the musicians looked forward to the
evening's events, each wanting to give the audience an
excellent performance. At intermission rest stops were
universal. After concerts instruments were carefully
repacked.
stage clothes were exchanged for the street
variety. Buses returning the troupe to the hotel(s)
promptly filled.
Midway during this tour I noted another
interesting - perhaps not totally unexpected phenomenon.
Even to my untrained musical ears it was
apparent that concerts given on the nights after a
morning or afternoon rehearsal were "tighter" and
technically better than if no rehearsal had occurred.
Several of the concerts were memorable, but I
vividly recall two. On the evening of November 12
there was a Pops concert in the Sun Palace Hall in
Fukuoka, Japan. The hall itself was quite beautiful
with a seating capacity of approximately 2,500. A
special part of the concert that night before a
standing room only audience was a performance by the
Fukuoka
Academy
Children's Chorus, whose 85 members ,
,
,
ranglng ln age from 8 to 18, had been rehearsing for
months. The children stretched in a double row across
the stage, all with white shirts or blouses but a
variety of colored skirts, kilts and trousers. With
the gentle guidance and encouragement of Maestro
Kunzel, and with the enthusiastic participation of the
Pops ,Orchestra, the children were led through a series
~f D7 sney so~gs.
I believe you might be able to
1~ag7ne h~arlng their crystal clear, enchanting voices
slnglng Dls~ey tunes in Japanese ! ! ! The applause at
the completl0n of the singing was deafening. Despite
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the enthusiastic applause , seated except for four,
e
four - the tall doctor, his
(Erich's wife) and Keiko Al~au~=~
the Orchestra's administrators
while applauding in recogn itio
In minutes the applause subs ided
our way out of the auditorium hea .
We noticed tears on the cheeks of
faces. As we passed several reach
and murmur, in English, "Thank you".
members of our troupe were similar ly 0 er
and smiles accompanied the comment, "We

ained

On Saturday, November 17, we bega n the ast leg of
our tour. We left Tokyo in the early AM an flew to
Taipei, Taiwan, arriving in mid-afternoon. Despite
intense fatigue, the classical concert g iven that
evening in the Doctor Sun Yat-sen Memor ial Hall was
performed quite well and was very well rece ived. On
Sunday there was a matinee and an evening Pops concert.
Prior to these we visited the Chiang Kai- Shek Memorial
Plaza and Halls located just a block or so away from
our hotel, the Lai-Lai Sheraton Hotel in downtown
Taipei. Three Chinese students guided Jeann ine and me
through and around this stunning display of buildings
and the Great Plaza, all made of white marble from
nearby Taiwanese Mountains.
After the concert there was a party in the
ballroom of the hotel for the staff and musicians
sponsored by Maestros Lopez-Cobos and Kunzel.
In
addition to a splendid display of food and adequate
booze and Japanese beer (the Chinese b eer was lousy),
the featured part of this part of the evening was a
performance by members of the staff (myse f and y wif e
included), a requisite part of a mus ica to
While in Tokyo, several days prev io s y, I had
been informed that it was tour trad ition
a staff
entertain orchestra at the "last night" part.
I had
been told by Alicia Lopez-Cobos that I wo d sing.
"I
have no music", I protested.
"What wou ld yo sing if
you have music?" "Something simple, perhaps fro the
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'Sound of Music'" I und~r~stimated the distance from
Tokyo to Cincinnati and back by FAX. Less than an hour
after my brief discussion with Alicia there was a knock
on our hotel door. Upon opening the door I was handed
the score of "Sound of Music" by a hotel clerk.
"FAX
from USA", he said. Shortly thereafter, while in
Taiwan a program came together. A rehearsal was held
in the Ballroom of the Lailai Sheraton. The staff
group included Dr. and Mrs. Flessa, Maestro Lopez-Cobos
and wife, Jeff Alexander, Maestro Kunzel and Jan
cauhorn. One of the staff was gently chided for being
late for practice but was permitted to participate.
Maestro Lopez-Cobos stopped me while singing my chosen
song "Edelweiss".
"Doctor", he said, "This is a large
room, you have a big voice, I want you to fill the
hall." otherwise, I made it through rehearsal
uninjured.
I believe my rendition sounded something
like singing. The seven of us laughed our way through
"Do, Re, Mi" - each taking a note.
Our official performance began roughly at midnight
and about three adult beverages into the night's
activities. The staff concert was directed by steven
Monder, dressed for the occasion in the black formal
tails of Norman Johns, the tallest orchestra member.
steven, of more modest vertical proportions than Norman
(actually a foot shorter), arrived on stage waving an
umbrella wrapped in toilet paper serving as his baton
and with the tails of the formal coat dragging on the
ground in the manner of the train on a bride's gown.
The songs went quite well, awakening some of the real
musicians who had fallen asleep in chairs and on or
under tables. The word "Encore", "Encore" echoed
through the hall. Several approached me afterwards to
note, "Nice going, Doc. Right on pitch." Despite
fatigue, the evening ended too soon.
Monday arrived. The last concert was planned for
the evening. The musicians gathered in the auditorium
the usual time, an hour or so before show time.
I
noted that the musicians as a group were quieter this
evening, possibly more intense, more focused than
usual. Midway through the first half of the concert it
was apparent that this concert meant something special
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even
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at- sen
re like

to Maestro Lopez-Cobos and ~
performance was no longer
excellent.
It was brillian
had changed. It was no 10
Memorial Hall in downtown ~~~ :~~
our own Music Hall or perba
intermission backstage was
the concert, including the f O,
Symphony in E Minor, was dire
great skill, intensity and pa ss ·
following the concert and the en~~'~~'~
magnificence of the music, and .
splendor of the entire evening.
concert and on buses as we made 0
hotel several of the musicians ca
"We really got them tonight, didn ' t
writing in the Wall street Journa
11, 1991, Nat Rentoff, a New York based

o.
" th

said,
Sept:el:lber
and j a z z
ington

;r . -=ex-

critic, discussed a concert performed b
and his orchestra held in Fargo, North 0
, 0
November 17, 1940.
"The trip from winn ipeg
Pargo
had taken about eight hours and the pl ayers
ked
tired as they drifted into the Crystal Ballr
, a
large hall with very good acoustics. They ad a ready
completed a month of one-nighters on th e road. One of
Ellington's musicians noted, 'that you can't te 1
what's going to happen on the road on any given night.
You can come to some place and don't even r
eober the
name, beat to the socks, but then on the stan
something happens and you're wide awake and ready to
go'.
something happened that night in Fargo ___ n o In
my opinion there was a similar happen ing
at ight in
Taipei on November 19, 1990. The concert
es in my
memory, my eyes and ears as if it wer e y es erday.
I
Perhaps there will be another some t i e , s
ace.
hope so.

rtland to
The trip back from Taiwan to Tokyo t:
early 30
Cincinnati took forever, or more acc urat:e~ ,
"ck look
hours.
"Big Blue" was opened in Tokyo: r
9 to a
around. The airport monitor who lifted
e f low on
table for inspection grunted and grabbed
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the right side and muttered something in Japanese.
Translation was unnecessary.
Since that time we've managed to keep our
connections with the orchestra and its members alive
and healthy.
"Big Blue" had been stored away but was
pulled out of hiding again for the European tour held
in the early winter of 1995. There are many more
stories about the beautiful music, the spectacular
halls, and our musical friends. These stories await
another time.

A ROYAL SCOT MEETS THE SPHINX
June 3, 1996

Robert G. Louden

In my first paper to The Literary Club I described
the diary that my maternal great-grandfather, skipper
of the square-rigged ship MACMILLAN, wrote nightly in
the form of letters to his wife, who lived on the
Shetland island of Yell. My literary purpose was to
compare his contemporaneous account with a subsequent
record of his reminiscences in his old age, When he
became an indefatigable raconteur.
Well I don't want to get into a rut, but I do
happen to have another diary. To place the neW diarist
in context we shall have to cross the Atlantic again.
This time we end up a few hundred miles south of the
Shetland Islands, in Ayrshire, in the Southwest of
Scotland. This is quite different country from the
i~land of Yell.
Yell is barren, beautiful, stern,
wlnd-swept, and poor in soil but rich in fish.
Ayrshire is beautiful in a different way; rolling
hills, woods and streams, lush green grass, and some of
the best dairy-farming country in Europe.
You may have
heard of Ayrshire cattle and Clydesdale horses. Ayr,

